Orthostatic hypertension: home blood pressure monitoring for detection and assessment of treatment with doxazosin.
To determine the role of home blood pressure (BP) monitoring for a reproducible assessment of orthostatic hypertension (OHT) and the effectiveness of hypertension control by doxazosin. In this study, 605 medicated hypertensive outpatients were enrolled. Home BP in the sitting and standing positions was monitored in all patients in the morning and evening for 6 months. According to an open-label multicenter trial design, the patients were randomly allocated to either an intervention group that took doxazosin (1-4 mg) at bedtime or to a control group that did not receive any add-on medication. The patients were divided into deciles of orthostatic BP change as evaluated by home BP monitoring at baseline. Those in the top decile, in the lowest decile and in deciles two through eight were then assigned to the OHT group, the orthostatic hypotension group and the orthostatic normotension group, respectively.Orthostatic BP in the OHYPO group did not change, whereas that of the OHT group was markedly reduced by doxazosin (P<0.01). In the control group, classification into orthostatic BP categories using home BP monitoring was more reproducible (κ coefficient: 0.42-0.50) than when using clinical BP (κ coefficient: 0.13-0.24). In all groups, a reduction in the urinary albumin/creatinine ratio was significantly associated with a reduction in orthostatic BP doxazosin (P<0.001).The identification of OHT based on home BP monitoring was highly reproducible. The administration of doxazosin might control OHT and consequently prevent target organ damage.